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FULL MOON, HERON ISLAND

Tread cautiously

The path

is

dark.

I sense the subtle slithering of nocturnal lives,
the crack of coral's brittle bones

—

walking torchless
through the hollow night
towards the lap of water against stones.
But here, beyond,

the whiteness stretches to the end of sight.

The tide withdraws to luminous pools
of life forms:
countless stars in

a

deep sky.

As years draw back
like the

sea's

indrawn breath

so life contracts,
a

rock-pool creature,

shrinking at the human touch.

The grit within erodes the shell.
The scouring ebb tide sucks the spirit
Yet still

I

dry.

walk barefoot across the sand

amidst invertebrate eternity.
Still the islands mutely grow,
and silence falls like moonlight on the sea.
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VAN GOGH IN ARLES

and in the end
there are no walls
no thin green tissues
between cell and cell
no mad people and no
sane people at all

only the pain of poppy

heads

bursting on my brain
I

and you and they

are all the same
at one with the irrational

figures that the sun
splashes

on white walls

there are no mirrors
no glass windows
only doors leading out
the fire that burns
in grass and trees

flows through us to

a

living sea

for there are no beginnings
and no ends
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THE HUNT

i

Trees stood alert.
Light filtered through
ice air.

Proud horses
patterning mazurkas
on stiff grass.
Ponies stolid

with patience.
Fine-boned faces
veiled with
lace of twigs and

leaf patterning of
mottled hounds
converge to break
in cataracts of cries

beating the sunlight
like

a

gong

and the fox

is

stretched

in mesmeric flight across
throbbing earth.

2

How many leaf-brown foxes
are torn by elegant hands?

Their bloodstains on the carpet
glow with the warmth of port wine.

Loving the fox and the hunter
I

dance to the horn's bright sounds

and the elegant huntsman inside me
is torn apart by the baying of hounds.
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BERKELEY CASTLE

Light on red stones and
through the fragile leafings of carved wood
comes the soft sound
of flesh torn from flesh
bones on the red stone smashed.

A

gentle virgin smiles

at the plump curling of her child's

hand. In delicate tracery
a face expresses

from the cross

the distortion of inexpressible shame.

Among the pale bone china
and the lucent jade redeem
us from the echo

of an unwavering scream
of pain.
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IN TIME OF DROUGHT

A

small wind stirs

like wakefulness
after the troubled dream of day.
Leaves
in the fading garden
start to breathe.

Attracted by the lamp
a

shower of dry-husked flying things

patters

against my window

in mockery of rain,

and I,
putting aside the empty paper,
unwritten words,
unfinished thoughts,
go to the door for

a

moment

to taste the coolness,
and see beyond the weightless fall of Earth
new worlds forming
in the depths of space.
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BROTHER MESSIAH

You used to spit further than any of the other boys
on the beach at Galilee

—

the afternoon fracturing into drops of light.

On ceremonial occasions,
while I held tight to father's cracked and scabby hand,
you would run off
amongst anarchic side streets, strings of beads,
kettles,

songbirds, smells of aniseed and baking bread

to share the secrets of wise men
with broken teeth.
But no-one beat you

or demanded explanations.
Was it because you were the first-born son?

Oh, how we whispered together,
your brown arm around my shoulder,
your nails tearing the veined flesh of
We always shared
you and

a sense

a fig.

of humour,

I.

Even later

With father growing skeletal and confused
(crying at night for fear of death,
complaining

if mother or

I

stirred from his shadowed

room)
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still

I

loved you

though no-one murmured at your absence
as

—

if you had some special right

to be far away, becoming famous,
turning water into wine.
But where are you now

need you,

when

I

when

I sit

each morning in

a

silent house

whose white walls deflect the light?
You are not thinking about me.
You are in the capital being tried for some political
crime.
I

sit and shiver in the sunshine:

the irredeemable obedient child,
left with nothing but
the shell of innocence.
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OBEDIENCE TRAINING

Every day around mid-afternoon
an old man walks past the gate

with two brindled dogs on
and

a

a leash

long stick.

STOP THAT — he shouts
— BEHAVE YOURSELF —
— GET OUT OF THERE —
and the stick thumps against the ground

as

the dogs pursue dream creatures in the undergrowth.
Day after day the old man comes
and still the dogs do not learn good manners.

While they

chase motes of light

and furtive smells
and ancestral memories of forest lairs,
still the shouts echo
and the stick thumps,
and still the old man's fury
strains at the leash of seventy
tame and collared years.
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IN CASE OF EMERGENCY

In case oj emergency, break the glass,
said the notice.

Beyond the glass clouds dissolve and
trees writhe in the wind.

I

wait for an emergency to come,

come quickly,
longing to touch the nerves
beyond the glass,
longing to break through.
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GULAGA MOUNTAIN

Uncertain spirits
show their power through
falls of mist,
splitting of rocks,
unexplained cries in the forest
and sudden vanishings.
But on this mountain

stillness

is a

sign of certainty.

There are no revelations but
the glacial creep of lichen
over rock,
the drip of water onto moss,
the ancient inching of tree ferns
towards the light.

The mountain's

years,

encompass our millennia,
while all around
cities,
eroded by the

sea's gaze,

crumble
and return to silence.

GAGARIN PARK
Sakhalin, August 1996

Is this the future

or the

past

—

this space redeemed from progress
by feathered grass and
rosebay willowherb?

The centre

was what held the world together.

Now gravity

has lost its

hold

and people drift
through weightless lives.

Children with dusty fingers
trace the cracks

that line the blue vault
of the long-dry swimming pool.
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This future
turned to past
contains our future.
Here the impossible has already happened.

The cosmonaut,
like a knight in armour,
still points skyward

—

his eyes averted from the
wizened women
selling sunflower seeds
from plastic buckets
round his rusting feet.
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FROM THE JOSS HOUSE
AT ROCKY RIVER

And

I

shall weave an incantation for you

out of the smoke of incense
and the scent of dying bushfires,
out of the rattle of bamboo and ivory
the harsh metallic voices of the magpies
and the cries of drunken miners reeling home.
For you who will come after us in this place
I

shall twine my prayer

like

a

cobweb through the branches of the wattle

and sit and watch the wind and sudden rain
tear it away.

After the rain

I

shall go down to the creek bed

to see how the cracked earth between the granite
boulders
has swallowed up the water

to feed subterranean spirits
and how the surface of the earth
unchanged
devoid of footprints.
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is

dry again

This hungry earth will swallow our lives also
drop by drop.

Our blood will flow into the

sap of redgums,

our hazed eyes
flower into the forms
of parched eternal daisies.
Ours names, remembered by no grandchildren,

will

be breathed in

by the ancient and unbroken silence of the bush.

Only our bones
stained by sunlight
polished by running water
may gleam like ore-veined pebbles
through the shallows of your memory.
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A MATTER OF TIME

I feel

you die

a

little

each time the phone rings unexpectedly
tearing the flying sunlight
and shadows of spring afternoons.
As here the fists of fern uncurl,
in your autumn

slowly threads unravel.
I lay

bland words

like balm, like healing leaves
over

a gash

wishing you

in life itself,
a

from old age,
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quick recovery

and in the hollow of the morning
hardly know if it

is

you or I

who stands here
at the end

of time

where days
hours
minutes
seconds
crystallise.

Outside, in the half light of others' lives

The first birds call.
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ON GLEBE STREET

This

is

the place where the small girl

threw stones at the shadows of crumbling cottages
while her friends scoured out history
with fists and shrieks and grit-filled eyes,
and this is where the girl's father sat
stroking

a

cat in the sunlight

and watching the neighbour mend his ute.
But today they are all gone:

the children, the cottages, the cats.

Now cubes of brick

are stamped, half-fininshed

in the city mud.

Only the graffiti sing of anarchy,
and one old man in pyjamas
waters dusty leaves outside his door.
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BUT WHAT SHALL WE SAY TO
THOSE WHO DANCE ...

But what shall we say to those

who dance
on the green edges of the sea?

What shall we

say to those

who dance
on the thorns of gorse bushes?

What shall we

say to those

who breathe in threads of crystal
until the knuckles of their fingers
shine like salt?
Have we words to say to them?
Can we make symbols
for stone sky and dust
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or shall we let our words

join hands and dance
dance together

whirling

in polkas

mazurkas square dances
hornpipes tarantellas
louder and louder
until there

is

no room anywhere

in the universe

for the sound
of

20
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a

sigh?

SOLSTICE

The bird
not quite seen
in the sun-starred labyrinth
of native bush
leaves one swaying

tendril
as a sign

and

a

of absence

slight shift

in the resonance
of the turning year
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WAKE UP, SLEEPING BEAUTY

Wake up, sleeping beauty.

The thistles around your front door
have grown trunks as thick as trees,

ivy and rust are eating holes in your iron roof,
and the chickens in your backyard are thin and
ravenous

as

vultures.

Wake up, sleeping beauty.

The handsome prince, now softer
and more hairy round the belly
is

in the hotel with his mates

drinking away the final memories
of

a

mission to brave forests

and slay dragons.
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Wake up, sleeping beauty.

The wicked witch who put

a

curse on your cradle

was only an illusion spun by your fairy godmother

to make her own magic seem more powerful
and to fill your nights with fears
of attics, webs and pointed things.

The witches and the godmothers

are all dead now.

Wake up, sleeping beauty.
Plait the mist into your fading hair
kiss your own reflection in the mirror

and go out to rule your bramble world
with
of

a

a

wisdom born

hundred years of uneasy dreams.
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A PHRASEBOOK FOR TRAVELLERS

Hello/Good morning/
Good evening/Goodnight.
Please show me the way to the airport

(hotel/bank/embassy).

Do you

have a safe-deposit box?

Please press these trousers (this jacket/this shirt).

How much

is it?

It is too expensive/I want

a

larger/

cheaper/better quality one.
Please.

Take me to the restaurant (nightclub/cabaret).

Whisky with water (on the rocks).
You are beautiful (cute/sexy).

What

is

your name?

How old

are you?

Eleven.
Twelve.
Thirteen.
Fourteen.
Fifteen.
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— At
I have

the customs

—

nothing to declare.

These are duty-free items.
Pearls/Ivory/Perfume/Silk/Water/
Dust/Tin cans/Blood/
Stains on an empty bed.
Hello, darling.
Are you there?
It's me.

I'm borne.
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ON FIRST SEEING THE
MEDITERRANEAN

After

a

night of suitcase corners and

shaking metal rails,
I

woke.

The train had stopped.
The air
was shimmering with the voices of cicadas.
Far below
over an inverted sky
agaves stretched their spiky forms against the light.

The

sun on my lips

was warm as bread.
Later, at another station,

we were met by

a man

with lines around his eyes
which spoke of more than laughter
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and

as

he swung his car

between rock tunnels and
the impossible sea,
I

noticed for the first time

that he had no hands.

They said

he was a pilot

and had spun out of the sky.

That

was the week we learnt

to peel cactus fruit
and speak the words of broken angels.
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PRESUMED GUILTY

Interrogator:

Tell me, my friend,
what you were you doing that day.
You remember the morning? You were on
a

train, standing by the window.

We saw you there. We were watching you.
You stood by the window.

The wind rushed

past you like a river.

Where were you going?
Accused:

Interrogator:

Tell me, my friend,
about the work you did.
You were there for

—

let me see now

—

seven years.

What were the

names of the

people you worked with?

Oh, come

now,

You can't expect me to believe that you've
forgotten them all.
Just

a

few names.

Tell me.
Accused:
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Interrogator:

Tell me, traitor,
about the place where you lived.
Those people next door,
with the little daughter and the dog.
You remember them.

What did you talk to them about?
What happened to them afterwards?
Accused:

Interrogator:

Tell me,
why are shadows longer in winter
than in summer? And the leaves,
you know the way they smell when it has been
raining

—

why do they smell like that?
Tell me.
Accused:

Interrogator:

Tell me.
Tell me.
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POWER

Our ancestors stole power from this

water,

luring its rapids into narrow flumes.
Its

dizzying descent

through whirlpools,

chasms,

casuarina roots,
was disciplined

by lines of concrete,

iron aquaducts.
Its cataracts

drove engines and mined mountains.

How casually the flood reclaims

its own,

without resentment
scattering gumnuts and granite boulders
over the geometry of human dreams.
Culverts carved through bedrock
shelter orchids,
and in the stagnant ruins of the millrace
guppies breed.
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CHARITY

The beggar on the

street corner

hands out scraps
of blindness
to the passing crowd.

ON THE ANTHROPOLOGICAL
RESEARCHES OF AUGUST HIRT

The measurements of my bones
are miles

of road

scarring the flat, frost-blackened fields
with mute reflected light,
the roar of trucks beyond the turnip patch
detonating clouds of birds
against the sky.

The capacity of my skull
is spanned by threads

of long green evenings
lapped by sounds of snow,
branches falling in the forest,
footsteps on the stones outside the gate.
Sharp-faced stranger

—
starched —

in your clinical coat
so clean, so

why can't you see
through my translucent skin
the pulse of blood,
the currents of memory
running through each nerve,
the empty place which

is

the ache of motherhood?
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But your vision does not encompass wholes.

The scalpel of your metaphysics
cuts and cuts

—

muscle from bone,
fear and pain from history

—

until it reaches the
smallest droplet of existence and,
slicing it open,
finds that it contains annihilation.

Next

year,

your science

as a

mutant flower will bloom

amidst glass cabinets and jars,
where severed dreams
float like sightless eyes.

MIGRATION

After the watering of lawns,
the drawing of curtains,
the evening news,
when it

is

dark the birds come,

always flying unseen
on the same course
from south to north.
You can hear their voices
gathering on the air
and then dissolving,
and for

a

moment

after they have gone
the silence is full of years
and distant seas.
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PERSIAN CARPET

The colours swallow you
effortlessly

—

reds and indigos.

You could sink into them
through your fingertips,
motifs redolent of
cloves and myrrh
telling the story of
submerged lives.
But we ourselves

woven from fragments of star
veins of leaf
root of tree
observe the colours only from within,
and wonder if the scrutinising eyes
of some far distant caravanserai

will

see in us a pattern

—

twisted threads of revelation.
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FROST AT MICHELAGO

The mist

has cut us off

from time.
Years frozen
in mid-flow.

Each leaf of grass
each head of thistle
stands stone-etched

upon the light
as it has

always been

and shall be.

Only the horses,
heads lowered to the cold

following their silent breath
though glassy air,
evoke

a

distant

half- remembered place,
where life ends,
and where firewood
burns to ash.
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GUY FAWKES

In the playground
broken glass reflects the night.

Wind

has scoured the daylight from the sky

and bones of winter gleam through autumn's rags.
We shrink from hollow darkness,

And devour the crowd's warmth and the ritual
But now exploding

fire.

stars, like human cries,

Are scattered in uncomprehending

skies.

Madness in children's eyes spins beads of light.

Dry
They

leaves rattle, the soft sound of fear.

are burning traitors everywhere this year.
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THE WEATHER HOUSE

The weather house hides

its life

behind the carved hearts of painted shutters.
Flowers stand to attention in the garden.

No dog

has ever raised a leg

against the sharp white fence.

The weatherman comes out when the
with

a

panama hat and

a

sun shines

smile full of golden teeth

promise of unexpected picnics
grass seed in the hand
dust, tar bubbles, rides in open cars.

We love the weatherman:
his whiskers tickling our ears
his handkerchief becoming

a

white mouse

which runs up his arm
flushed faces, laughter
whispers afterwards

— he

always was

a

bit of

a lad,

that one.

The weatherwoman comes out when it rains
with an umbrella and an overnight bag
words bitter

as

dandelion milk

the draughts of her unspoken passions
sweeping away invisible specks of dust.
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We turn our backs on the weatherwoman
count the hours to her departure
put slugs in her black boots
watch her obliquely in the bathroom mirror
scrubbing her face
as

though it were

a stain.

Always unannounced
always apart
come the weatherman and the weatherwoman
turning on the axis of their inseparable isolation
each condemning the other to an eternity
of heat or cold.

Only

at night I imagine them

cohabiting the mystery of the weather house
lying in the same bed
separated by suns, moons and seasons.

He sprawls

in the warm decaying innocence

of boyhood.
She has wrapped the winter in

a

knitted cover

and hugs it against her womb.
But then in the dark

her silenced mind begins
to weave cocoons of dreams
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and she, following their thread,
gets up and walks through a house

where closed shutters cast light
in patterns of hearts onto undusted furniture.

She comes to the door
opens it
steps out

and the sun is shining.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

The

reckless

sunlight has been trapped

in celluloid,

our smiles embalmed

—

Do you remember that
God,

dress?

wasn't my hair frightful!

Strange
that all my memories are photographs
not newsreels,
documentaries,
narratives,

but flashlit moments
sharp and glittering
as shards

of glass

from something
dark and luminous
whose whole round shape cannot be reconstructed.

Our

smiles and the fleeting sun survive

but what has become of
the shadow behind the lens?
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DOUBLE VISION

When you came back from the

dead, father,

you brought strange cargoes with you.
From the cool places between the trees
I

watched you, far below,

patterning the floor of the valley
with the brilliant finery
of death:
cairns of smooth stones,
snares of water where you would trap the sun
and, in the morning, come to splash its light

on your face and hair.
I remembered then

how your body had curled away in fear
on the crooked earth
as

the breath rattled from your lungs

and how your hands,
suddenly shrunken,
had made small fretful movements
grasping for air,
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and

glad to see you now

I was

become absurdly strong and solid,
seeming so much at home in death.

At first

I

wondered why you could not see me,

though often

I

stood, slyly

shaping the words that

I

had always meant to say to before

and never dared,
waiting for you to turn your head,
until

understood that

I

in the moment of your return

the mirror worlds of life and death
had been transposed.
You draw eternity from the air you breath,
and it

is I,

your daughter,

standing in the rain-stunned darkness
beyond the shadows of your fire
I am

Shall

—

the dead.
I

haunt your dreams?
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EQU

marks on the page

form themselves into patterns
to which my life gives life:
stem
salt

winter.
specks of primary colour in the glass
define figures
to which my meaning gives meaning:
fruit-seller screams
body shrunken in her crooked blouse
melons disembowled among parked cars
war in the Middle East
live.
filaments of image
spin into memory
to which myself gives self:

child lost in

a gap

between dark hedges
woman treading
the drunken steps of
under Mediterranean
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a

deaf-mute city

stars.

but the marks on the page
are only marks

the specks of colour

only specks of colour.
I am

neither the child

nor the woman
nor the person who wrote these words.
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THE NIGHT FISHERS

Dipping long fingers through
night's retina they pull

ghost crabs, sea wrack, and
stories from long drowned lips
into their nets.

Their

sails slip easily

over the horizons of consciousness.

Their steady gaze observes the blink
that marks the sudden death of islands.

Amid shoals of inverted light
their lines snag on submerged
memories.
By dawn they have moved on,

but the surface of time is
almost imperceptibly
disturbed by their
wake.
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This

poem is dedicated to the memory

who drowned when the boat known as
between Indonesia

oj the

SIEV-X'

353 people
sank in waters

and Australia on 19 October

2001.

Were you too high above the clouds to see them
as

they floated, like birds on the water?

trailing waves of cloth transparent in the light,
tentacles of hair
and fingers that had ceased to grasp for air?
Crystal sharp, your gaze
engraves

frontiers on the surface of the sea.

Was your vision's line too fine to pick them out
as

they floated, like birds on the water?
Fleeting specks of life upon the tide

still uttering wordless, bird-like cries

And

are we still too high above the clouds to see them now
as

Or

...

they float, like birds on the water?

in unsleeping moments do the faces rise from fathoms deep?

The thirst beyond

all quenching for drowned laughter,

The ache of unrecoverable

dreams.
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KYONGJU —

All the paths of time
lead here in the end
a space at

PAERI

—

the bottom of the mountain

where shadows of the leaves

hold in the silence.
If you watch long enough
birds will come,
alighting briefly at the feet
of buddhas whose faces
have been washed away by rain.

And then, after
a

a

while,

couple of friends,

an old woman carrying grasses.
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They bend and touch the earth,
their hands barely making traces in the dust,
and turn
and walk away,
leaving the filtered sunlight
to absorb their thirst
for life,
and pain of loss,
their prayers for peace,
and prayers for disenchantment.
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PEELING APPLES

The ghosts of sunlit kitchens
warm my hands.
Sour cider,
wasps in jam jars,

the unbroken spiralling of shining apple skin.
You taught me these:
the names of saints and angels,
words of limericks,
jagged stars for peeling lemon rind,
snow-dark journeys
and the feel of uncooked dough.
I

did not think that loss would be like this.

I

thought of storms of weeping,

tempest tears,
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not of

a

long thin silence drawn through time,

the echoing of winter afternoons.

Slipping your fingers' warming touch,
I

stepped out of the open door

into

a

place where oceans have no shore.

I

win and lose and smile and speak

a

language drained of memories.

But still these mundane moments snag and tear:
in undreamed cities,

knife in hand,
paring back the years.
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